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WITHDRAWAL OF READINGS POST-FINAL RECONCILIATION

For Decision

This paper invites NHHTAG to agree a process for resolving erroneous Annualised Advances
(AA) where Final Reconciliation has already taken place for all or part of the meter advance
period.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 TS2 have identified that a significant number of excessively large Annualised Advances
(AA) and Estimates of Annual Consumption (EAC) have entered settlement. The Pool
Auditor confirmed this issue in the 1999/2000 audit and concluded that the issue is of
sufficient materiality to contribute to a qualified opinion and compromise the accuracy of
settlement.

1.2 A number of erroneous AAs and EACs have already been included in Final Reconciliation
runs.

1.3 The process of withdrawing invalid readings is likely to be exercised considerably whilst
removing large (positive and negative) AAs and EACs. It is therefore important that the
requirements for withdrawing invalid readings are clearly defined and understood by
Suppliers and their agents. In particular, the process for withdrawing meter readings should
be clear and unambiguous in the case where Final Reconciliation has taken place for all or
some of the Settlement Dates within the relevant meter advance period.

1.4 The process for withdrawing meter readings, as defined in AP504 3.3.8, does not state
what action should be taken when Final Reconciliation has already taken place for the date
of the last valid reading. AP504 3.4.2 and SL120 1.5.3.5 offer limited guidance, in the case
of meter faults, but requirements are described at a level of detail that leaves room for
misinterpretation.

1.5 A proposed set of principles and detailed guidelines are defined in Sections 2 and 3
respectively. Guidelines for withdrawing meter readings in the case of meter faults are
defined in Section 4.

1.6 An invalid reading will generally result in two erroneous advances, with the advance
subsequent to the invalid reading compensating for the advance prior to the invalid
reading. A consequence of not addressing (or even not identifying) invalid readings until
after Final Reconciliation has taken place for some or all of the Settlement Dates within the
relevant meter advance periods, is that the settlement process will remain subject to
‘compensatory errors’. Section 5 considers the treatment of such errors.
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1.7 Please note that these guidelines and principles are not applicable in the case of Change of
Supplier (CoS) readings. AP504 3.2.6.12 only allows for the withdrawal of disputed CoS
readings prior to First Reconciliation. However, NHHTAG are invited to consider whether
it would be appropriate to allow the withdrawal of CoS readings up to Final
Reconciliation, if both Suppliers agree that it would be beneficial to do so and subject to
notification to the CEO.

2. PRINCIPLES

2.1 As a general principle, corrective actions should not be taken in respect of Settlement
Dates for which Final Reconciliation has already taken place.

2.2 Meter advance periods can span a set of Settlement Dates for which Final Reconciliation
has taken place as well as Settlement Dates for which Final Reconciliation has yet to take
place. In this case, it is essential that any corrective action in relation to dates for which
Final Reconciliation has not yet taken place does not result in a change to the profiled
consumption for those dates for which it has already taken place.

2.3 The only exception to the above, is where a dispute has been upheld, which will enable
profiled consumption for earlier dates to be corrected.

2.4 In defining the Settlement Dates for which Final Reconciliation “has taken place”,
allowance needs to be made for any Final Reconciliation Runs that will take place in the
time that it takes to carry out a corrective action and for the results of the corrective action
to be processed by the ISR Agent. It is suggested that 10 working days should provide an
adequate ‘buffer’. For the sake of clarity, this ‘buffer’ is not referenced in the guidelines
below, but should always be taken into consideration.

3. PROPOSED GUIDELINES

3.1 If Final Reconciliation has not yet been run for any of the Settlement Dates in the relevant
meter advance period (i.e. the meter advance period ending on the day prior to the invalid
reading), the invalid reading and associated AA and EAC can be withdrawn in the normal
way (i.e. in accordance with AP504 Appendix 4.3).

3.2 If Final Reconciliation has already been run for the Settlement Date on which an invalid
reading was taken, the reading (and its associated AA and EAC) should not be withdrawn.

3.3 If Final Reconciliation has not yet taken place for the Settlement Date on which an invalid
reading was taken, but has taken place for the Settlement Date on which the previous
reading was taken, the following actions should be taken:-

•  the invalid reading should be discarded;

•  a Deemed Read should be calculated using the AA spanning the meter advance period
between the previous reading and the invalid reading;
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•  the date of the Deemed Read should be set as the earliest Settlement Date for which
Final Reconciliation has not yet taken place (subject to section 2.4 above);

•  an AA should then be calculated for the period between the previous reading and the
Deemed Read (this will have the same value as the invalid AA from which the Deemed
Read was calculated);

•  the AA and EAC calculated from the Deemed Reading should be sent to the NHHDA,
replacing the AA and EAC calculated from the invalid reading.

3.4 If there is more than one invalid reading for the same Metering System, the rules described
in 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 above should be applied to each reading as appropriate. The
transmission of revised AAs and EACs to the NHHDA would, however, normally be
carried out as a single transaction, once all invalid readings had been processed.

3.5 It is essential that the Deemed Read should be calculated using the AA that was used at
Final Reconciliation (i.e. prior to withdrawing this AA) and not the previous EAC or a
class average EAC. This will ensure that there is no change to the profiled consumption for
Settlement Dates for which Final Reconciliation has already taken place.

3.6 These proposed guidelines do not in any way negate the recommendation in paper
NHHTAG/16/102 that NHH Data Collector may not deem a reading to replace a
withdrawn reading, except when the Meter Operator has reported a meter fault and it is
necessary to estimate consumption during the period of the fault, in accordance with
Service Line 120.

4. METER FAULTS

4.1 Service Line 120 section 1.5.3.5 states that “when the period of a fault covers Stage 2 Final
Reconciliation Run a class average Estimated Annual Consumption shall be used for the
period from Final Reconciliation Run to the rectification of the fault”. The equivalent
requirement in AP504 is in a footnote to 3.4.2 (“NHHDC Investigates Inconsistencies”)
which states that “if the fault covers the final Stage 2 Run, a
class average EAC will be used and sent to the NHHDA” . It is
unclear from this footnote, that the class average EAC should
only be used for the period between the latest Final
Reconciliation run and the rectification of the fault.

4.2 It is also unclear from both SL120 and AP504, that two Deemed
Readings should be calculated whenever the period of a meter
fault includes Settlement Dates for which Final
Reconciliation has already taken place, as described in 4.3
and 4.4 below.

4.3 The first Deemed Read is used to calculate an AA for the period between the last valid
reading and the latest Settlement Date for which Final Reconciliation has taken place. This
Deemed Read should ensure that there is no change to the consumption profiled at Final
Reconciliation. It should be calculated using the invalid AA (as described in 3.3), if an AA
was used at Final Reconciliation, otherwise using the EAC used at Final Reconciliation. A
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Deemed Read may already have been calculated as part of the normal business process of
deeming reads for Metering Systems that were settled on an EAC at Final Reconciliation.

4.4 The second Deemed Read is used to calculate an AA for the period between the latest
Settlement Date for which Final Reconciliation has taken place and rectification of the
meter fault. In the case of a meter fault, where the fault is causing inaccurate readings, the
Meter Operator would normally replace the meter. The final reading for the old meter
would need to be deemed in accordance with AP504 3.3.8.3 as any actual read could not
be relied upon. This second Deemed Read should be calculated using a Class Average
EAC. The Deemed Meter Advance Period should be from the date of the last valid reading
to the date on which the fault was rectified.

4.5 This will have the effect that the volume of energy settled for the period of the meter fault
is ‘reasonable’. However, the second AA will be subject to a ‘compensatory error’,
particularly if an invalid AA was used at Final Reconciliation.

5.  TREATMENT OF 'COMPENSATORY ERRORS'

5.1 A consequence of not allowing the alteration of consumption values for dates post- Final
Reconciliation, is that the AA subsequent to the Deemed Read (as calculated in line with
3.3 above) will contain a 'compensatory error'.  For example, if an erroneously large AA
has been calculated with a meter advance period spanning Settlement Dates for which
Final Reconciliation has taken place, the AA cannot be fully corrected. That portion of the
energy that cannot be corrected is ‘frozen’ by the use of a Deemed Read, but the AA for
the meter advance period between the Deemed Read and the next valid read will be subject
to an opposite error that will compensate.

5.2 As the AA subsequent to the Deemed Read contains a ‘compensatory error’, the associated
EAC will also be subject to error. AP504 4.2 includes a requirement to check that
consumption “ does not exceed twice the expected advance
(using the EAC times the Profile Coefficient, or some other
equivalent method)” . If the EAC is subject to error, there
is a risk that subsequent valid readings will be rejected as
a result of applying this check. It is therefore advantageous
to restore the EAC to a reasonable value as soon as possible.

5.3 The EAC could be restored to a reasonable value, by substituting the last ‘valid’ EAC (or,
alternatively, a Class Average EAC) for the calculated EAC at the time that the Deemed
Read is calculated, as described in 3.3 above. However, when the next valid reading is
processed, the resultant AA will be subject to a compensatory error, which will, in turn, re-
introduce an error into the forward EAC.

5.4 A workable solution can be achieved by calculating a further Deemed Read, dated after the
Deemed Read described in 3.3, using the last ‘valid’ EAC (or Class Average EAC). This
would have the effect of isolating the error, by creating a large (positive or negative) AA
for a shorter period, but an accurate AA once a subsequent valid reading is processed. The
invalid AA calculated up to the first Deemed Read will have resulted in an invalid forward
EAC. This invalid forward EAC and the AA with the compensatory error (as calculated up
to the second Deemed Read) will be used to calculate a new forward EAC. Whether or not
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the invalid forward EAC and the compensatory error in the AA cancel out to produce a
‘reasonable’ forward EAC is dependent on the duration of the AA. Since there is no
guarantee that the erroneous AA will cancel out any error in the previous EAC, the last
valid EAC should be substituted for the calculated EAC to produce a ‘sensible’ forward
EAC. This solution is illustrated in Appendix A.

5.5 The benefit of this approach is that it enables NHH Data Collectors to process readings that
might otherwise have been rejected, thus putting the meter reading history ‘back on
course’.  However, NHH Data Collectors would need to ensure that the period between the
two Deemed Reads was sufficiently long to prevent undue volatility in settlement. A
period of 6 to 8 months would probably be sufficient. As the process is not currently
supported by the existing process, it is recommended that additional Deemed Reads should
only be used in consultation with the CEO and should be carried out in a strictly controlled
and auditable fashion. It is hoped that, as a result of the Interim Audit, adequate controls
will be put in place to prevent such procedures being needed in the future.

5.6 An alternative solution, would be to address the problem that invalid EACs present in
validating subsequent reads by other means. For example, using a Class Average EAC
instead of (or in addition to) the calculated EAC when checking for reasonable
consumption is a potential solution, but may require amendment to NHH Data Collection
systems. Clearly any NHH Data Collectors already using methods other than comparison
with the calculated EAC to check for reasonable consumption values, are not subject to
this issue.

6. ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS

6.1 An alternative to the guidelines in Section 3 would be to do nothing – i.e. not withdraw any
invalid readings, where this would impact the profiled consumption for Settlement Dates
for which Final Reconciliation has already taken place. In the case of invalid readings,
where errors in the advance prior to the reading are compensated for by errors in the
advance period following the reading, doing nothing would result in potentially high
volumes of energy being settled in the wrong periods and at the wrong prices. Moreover, in
the case where a meter roll-over has been processed incorrectly or a meter roll-over is
incorrectly assumed to have taken place as a result of a negative advance, there will be no
compensatory error in a subsequent advance. These types of error account for some of the
largest (positive and negative) erroneous AAs.

6.2 Furthermore, the problem presented by invalid EACs in validating subsequent reads would
not be resolved.

6.3 The ‘do nothing’ option would thus leave potentially significant errors in settlement that
could only be resolved by disputes.

6.4 A further option for dealing with the erroneous AAs and EACs which have already been
included in Final Reconciliation runs would be to schedule additional reconciliation runs
specifically for this purpose. Since corrective action would need to be taken prior to any
additional runs, this wouldn’t represent a significant saving in effort on the part of NHH
Data Collectors. Moreover, it only offers a short-term solution to the problem. Whilst, it is
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hoped that additional checks in the EAC/AA system and other initiatives will reduce the
number of large AAs and EACs entering settlement in future, there is no guarantee that
this is an exclusively short-term problem.

7. RECOMMENDATION

7.1 The  NHHTAG is invited to:-

a) agree that the principles and guidelines described above provide a workable solution for
the withdrawal of invalid readings in relation to Final Reconciliation runs;

b) agree that an SIR should be raised to formalise these guidelines as requirements within
AP504 and SL120, as appropriate;

c) agree that the use of a further Deemed Read to restrict 'compensatory errors' to shorter
periods in order to correct the ‘forward EAC’ is an acceptable form of corrective action,
subject to notification to the CEO and the use of appropriate controls and audit trails;

d) consider whether it would be appropriate to allow the withdrawal of CoS readings up to
Final Reconciliation, if both Suppliers agree that it would be beneficial to do so and
subject to notification to the CEO.

Justin Andrews
NHHTAG Chairman

ENC: Appendix A – Example of Compensatory Error
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APPENDIX A – EXAMPLE OF COMPENSATORY ERROR

In the following diagram, an invalid reading has resulted in an erroneously large Annualised
Advance. Final Reconciliation has taken place for some Settlement Dates within the meter
advance period.

A Deemed Read is calculated for a date after the latest Final Reconciliation Run using the invalid
AA and the invalid reading withdrawn.

big invalid AA invalid EAC

invalid read

valid AA

zero

negative   
 

Final Reconciliation taken place Final Reconciliation not yet taken place

big invalid AA invalid EAC

Deemed Read  

valid AA

zero

negative   
 

Final Reconciliation taken place Final Reconciliation not yet taken place
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In the diagram below, a valid reading has been processed, resulting in a negative AA which
compensates for the previous large AA. In practice, the previous invalid EAC could cause the
valid reading to be rejected and the ‘unreasonable’ forward EAC could also cause subsequent
readings to be rejected.

In order to mitigate against a subsequent valid reading failing validation, a second Deemed Read
is calculated for a date some months after the previous Deemed Read using the previous valid
EAC. The compensatory error is thus concentrated within a shorter meter advance period. The
previous valid EAC is also used as a forward EAC in place of the calculated EAC.

big invalid AA invalid EAC

Deemed Read  

valid AA

zero
valid read

AA (with compensatory error) unreasonable forward EAC

negative   
 

Final Reconciliation taken place Final Reconciliation not yet taken place

big invalid AA

Deemed Read  

valid AA valid EAC reasonable forward EAC (based on last valid EAC)

zero

AA with compensatory error
negative   2nd Deemed Read

 

Final Reconciliation taken place Final Reconciliation not yet taken place
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As the forward EAC is of the correct order of magnitude, a subsequent valid reading will not be
rejected. This in turn will result in a valid AA and forward EAC.

big invalid AA

Deemed Read  

valid AA forward EAC
valid AA

zero

valid reading

AA with compensatory error
negative   2nd Deemed Read

 

Final Reconciliation taken place Final Reconciliation not yet taken place


